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Our head office training academy offers fitting courses
and workshops for fitters of all abilities, whether you
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are aiming to improve your basic skills or looking to
learn more sophisticated floor laying techniques.
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levels and cover floor preparation and installation of
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each Karndean flooring format. Starting at a basic
introduction to the installation of LVT, Level 1 courses

One-day workshops

include subfloor preparation, incorporating design
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strips and laying patterns. Level 2 consists of creating
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border designs, herringbone and bespoke laying
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patterns. For a more advanced course, Level 3 focuses
on our abstract ranges and custom designs.
The one-day workshops offer an intensive guide to the

To book any of our training courses, workshops or for general enquiries,

preparation and installation of floating floors, Heritage

please phone 01386 820170 or email training@karndean.co.uk

Collection installation and the creations of bespoke
motifs and designs.
A 10% discount is offered when two of our three-day
courses are booked together.
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Three-day fitting courses
Level 1

Price
£395 plus VAT

Is this course for me?
Our Level 1 course offers beginners the opportunity to increase their LVT installation
abilities, covering the basics of product knowledge and subfloor preparation ensuring
the basics are met to improve the quality and ease of installation.

What will I learn?
This course covers all the essentials of Karndean installation, from our Korlok and
Karndean LooseLay ranges to more intricate Designflooring techniques.
You will also receive a complimentary toolkit with all the essentials
you need for LVT installation.
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Preparation and
adhesive-free installation

Straight lay
installation designs

45 degree installation
designs

Tour of the Karndean
Head Office showroom

Straight lay plank and tile
installation

45 degree plank and tile
installation

Product knowledge and
multi-format overview

Adhesive selection

Versilay installation

Incorporating design
strips

Scribing techniques for
45 degree installations

Scribing techniques for
straight lay

Intricate

Subfloor preparation
overview
Floating floors installation

Q&A
Threshold strip
explanation

Templating
Certificate presentation
Internal and external
cutting techniques

To book the Level 1 course, please phone 01386 820170 or email training@karndean.co.uk
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Three-day fitting courses
Level 2

Price
£495 plus VAT

Is this course for me?
Experienced fitters with an intermediate or advanced ability looking
to strengthen their design ability would benefit most from this course.

What will I learn?
Our Level 2 course covers more sophisticated Designflooring
techniques, incorporating design strips and borders allowing you to
confidently design and install intricate LVT designs.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Preparation and border
designs with planks

Incorporating planks
and tiles into designs

Herringbone and
bespoke designs

Understanding British
Standards and installation
guidelines

Versilay installation

Introducing and
understanding
herringbone designs

Overview and preparation
of common subfloors

45 degree tile installation
with perimeter border
Incorporating design
strips for grout effect

Adhesive application
Plank installation with
perimeter border

Demonstration of
scribing and templating
techniques

Setting out and borders
Working around obstacles
Helpful hints and tips
Intricate areas
Maintenance guidelines

Tramline borders

Q&A

Mitered corners

Certificate presentation

Storm Oak RL12 and AP07 with DS09 3mm design strip
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To book the Level 2 course, please phone 01386 820170 or email training@karndean.co.uk
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Three-day fitting courses
Level 3

Price
£595 plus VAT

Is this course for me?
Our Level 3 course is an advanced course for experienced fitters
looking to enhance their confidence in complex LVT designs.
Featuring the abstract designs of the Heritage Collection to
bespoke motifs, this course offers the next step in Designflooring.

What will I learn?
Bespoke and customisable design floors are becoming increasingly
popular, so this course will give a complete overview to the
possibilities of custom Karndean floors.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Heritage Collection
and Kaleidoscope

Art Select designs

Custom designs

Adhesive guidelines

Parquet and basketweave
installation with border

Designfloor introduction

Product and design
overview
Setting out and scribing
techniques

Random panel installation
Curvature of planks,
creating jigs and
S-bend divides

Understanding
patterns and methods
Planning, designing
and setting out

Kaleidoscope design

Create bespoke parquetry

Heritage Collection
design

Introduction into geometry
Creating a motif

To book the Level 3 course, please phone 01386 820170 or email training@karndean.co.uk

Mayfair MAYF-01
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One-day workshops
Our one-day workshops offer an intensive insight into the most
demanded areas of Karndean installation, whether you are looking
to brush up on the basics of floating floors or you’re in need of a
crash course in bespoke designs.

Preparation and floating floor installation – £99 + VAT
Product knowledge and multi-format overview
Subfloor assessment and preparation
Karndean LooseLay and rigid core installation including scotia options

Heritage Collection installation – £149 + VAT
Range overview and installation guide
Adhesive guidelines
Setting out field, border alignment and scribing techniques

Creating bespoke motifs and designs – £199 + VAT
Designfloor introduction
Understanding patterns & methods
Planning, designing and setting out
Create bespoke parquetry
Introduction into geometry
Creating a motif

Canberra LM06 with DS10 3mm design strip
and Nexus feature using Canberra LM06, Caldera LM08 and Luna SP111
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To book any of the one-day workshops, please phone 01386 820170
or email training@karndean.co.uk
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Karndean Training Academy
01386 820170
training@karndean.co.uk
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